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    Curtis Smalling, mountain region 
biologist for Audubon North Carolina, 
stood in front of a large group in the 
science building at UNC-Greensboro 
on March 28 with a dire message: The 
state’s songbirds are in trouble.
    Smalling reeled off the statistics:
•    Bobwhite Quail has declined by 90 
percent.
•    Eastern Meadowlark is down by 80 
percent
•    The Gull-bill Tern has declined by 
80 percent; the Black Skimmer by 40 
percent.
  The usual suspects are to blame: 
development, loss of habitat, poor air 
quality and water pollution.

 “The common enemies are rooftops, 
parking lots and roads,” Smalling said.
  North Carolina is home to 465 species 
of birds. There are 190 species that 
breed within the state’s border. “North 
Carolina is the perfect place for birds 
because it’s the southern, western, 
eastern and northern limits of many 
species,” Smalling said.
    The Wood Thrush is one example of 
a species in decline, especially in the 
Great Smokies, where their egg shells 
are thinning as a result of air 
pollution’s effects on calcium levels.
    Along the coast, beach nesters are 
the victims of beach-front 
development, Smalling said. Of the 23 
beach nesters monitored by the state 

Sharing information and knowledge for the benefit of native wildlife.

Raising worms

Blue Birds and other 
insectivores can go 
through a lot of meal 
worms in rehab. 
Volunteer rehabilitator 
Lauren Basham writes 
about raising your 
own. 
Page 3

Know your (natural) history
Before you rehab an animal, 

you need to know its natural 

history: what it eats and where 

it lives in the wild.  See 

Beginner Basics.
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Audubon Society, half of them have declining populations. Twenty bird sanctuaries dot a 68-mile stretch of coast, 
but the most productive area is a two-mile stretch where development has been banned, he said.
   The state has had a few success stories in recent years. Dozens of Bald Eagles now nest across the state. The 
Painted Bunting also is on the rebound. And the Red Cockaded Woodpecker, which prefers a habitat of long leaf 
pine savannas and forests maintained by periodic fires, has found an unlikely ally in the U.S. Army at Fort Bragg. 
Fires sparked by artillery promote the growth of grasses and control the growth of shrubs and hardwoods.
    Smalling encouraged the public to take part in bird counts. Ornithologists rely heavily on citizen-scientists to 
report their findings to determine fluctuations in bird populations.
    For more information, go to http://www.birdsource.org/gbbc/get-involved and
http://www.audubon.org/bird/at_home/index.html

–– Brenda Hiles

Agriculture rules for 

rehabbers? Sort of

   On the N.C. Department of Agriculture website, 
visitors can find a list of wildlife species governed by 
the agency’s rules. The animals on the list, which 
include skunk, fox, bobcat, coyotes, martens and 
brushtail opossum, are supposed to be accompanied 
by a certificate of health from a veterinarian before 
being brought across state lines, in addition to a 
permit provided by the N.C. Wildlife Resources 
Commission (NCWRC) for only animals that are 
native to the state.
   But as a practical matter, the rules have little impact 
on wildlife rehabilitators who may receive mammals 
and birds from another state.
  “To cross state lines, animals are supposed to have 
health certificates,” said Dr. Tom Ray with the 
Agriculture Department.! “But if you live in Virginia 
and the nearest vet to you is in North Carolina, then 

you’re not going to get a health certificate to take it 
there when you are coming right back.”
  What may be of more concern to wildlife 
rehabilitators is the Lacey Act, said Daron Barnes of 
the N.C. Wildlife Resources Commission.
   The Lacey Act, passed in 1900, is the federal law 
governing transportation of wild animals across state 
lines. It makes it illegal to possess any animal in 
violation of federal, state or foreign law. It’s also 
illegal to import live, wild animals and birds under 
inhumane and unhealthful conditions.
   One of the biggest concerns for the NCWRC right 
now is the importation of fawns or other cervids into 
the state because of the risk of infecting native 
animals with chronic wasting disease. Because of 
that, the state is unlikely to grant a permit to rehab 
fawns from another state.
   But rehabbers are not likely to run afoul of the law 
by accepting a bird or animal, other than a cervid 
from a short distance from the state’s borders, he 
said.

–– Brenda Hiles

 Board member resigns
   Shannon Westbrook, who was elected 
to the WRNC board in January, has 
resigned because of the demands of her 
job and because she’d like to spend more 
time with her family. The board wishes 
her the best and hopes she can return to 
serve in the future.

WRNC T-shirts available

WRNC T-shirts, with Wanda Burton’s award winning design, may be 
purchased for $15 each (the sale price of $12 plus $3 for shipping.)   
Please print your name, shipping address, size desired (S, M, L, XL or 
XXL) and send your payment to:

WRNC T-Shirt, Linda Bergman, 130 Aldersgate Road, Jacksonville, 
NC 28546
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By M. Lauren Basham

Volunteer at the Valerie Schindler 

Wildlife Rehabilitation Center

 at the N.C. Zoo. 

  The first time I saw a Bluebird, I was 
overcome – no, obsessed with their 
beauty and gentle song.  After a 
search on the Internet I discovered 
they were endangered due to 
pesticides and more aggressive bird 
species. My heart was set on doing 
what it took to help blue birds 
survive and thrive.  
  What was needed to attract 
Bluebirds on a more frequent, and 
hopefully permanent basis, was a 
special Bluebird house, a clean 

birdbath, and…eeewww… meal 
worms. (Having seen this response 
from many fellow wildlife rehab 
volunteers, I know I’m not alone in 
this reaction).
  Admittedly, I have admired the 
occasional insect for its interesting 
behavior or ability to camouflage.  
And, I’ve never thought of butterflies 
or lightning bugs as insects!  All 
others have always made me squirm 
– and spiders, well, shrieking is an 
understatement. I wouldn’t touch 
bugs. Instead, I would recruit any 
person or item close by to assist in 
their removal from the premises. 
  Buying meal worms for the 
Bluebirds wasn’t too bad. It was 
expensive, which was OK when I had 

a job. Entering the brave new world 
of handling worms was not too awful 
when purchased. I simply used a 
spoon to put them in a cup and 
dumped the cupful into the feeder. 
Easy!  A special bird feeder was 
necessary to hold the worms and 
keep them from crawling out (http://
www.bestnest.com/bestnest/
RTProduct.asp?SKU=DY-X-1).
  The ongoing price for worms was 
high – about $800 per year for a 
Bluebird pair and their numerous 
offspring!  Back to the Internet. I 
found several methods of raising 
meal worms. During this time I had 
started volunteering at the Piedmont 
Wildlife Rehab Center in Durham, 
and was feeding baby birds 

Raising meal worms requires... 

                  Well, not much!!  

Photo by Lauren Basham

Birdbaths help attract Bluebirds to your yard. Rehabbers can raise their own mealworms to keep them fed.
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Waiting
on worms
 The one thing required for 
raising meal worms is, ah, meal 
worms. 

  Because of a nationwide 
shor ta ge , that may be a 
problem.

  Nature’s Way, based in Ross, 
Ohio, reports a problem with 
the bran used to feed worms 
that has resulted in a die!o".

“There’s a problem with the 
feed. That’s all I can tell you,” 
s a id Tim Vocke , a s a l e s 
manager for Nature’s Way.

  The company supplies about 
30 percent of the meal worms 
consumed in the Uni ted 
States . The shorta ge has 
t r i ck led down to other 
suppliers.

  “We’re rationing our meal 
worms,” said Ken Korecky, 
owner of Exotic Nutrition in 
Newport News, Va. “Zoos 
f rom a l l o ver ha ve been 
calling.”

  The company is se l l ing 
smaller quantities to its clients.

   “We took the 2,000 worm 
packages off the market,” 
Korecky said.

   Wildlife rehabber Elizabeth 
Hanrahan is feeding birds 
roasted wax worms, using meal 
worms as treats. She’s also 
pulling rolly!polly bugs and 
worms from the mulch pile 
and growing fly larvae, which 
takes four days or longer to 
produce enough for bird diets.

  “I’m learning more than I 
ever wanted to know,” she said.

!! Brenda Hiles

(including blues) drowned meal 
worms and mash – using tweezers 
to handle the worms. Meanwhile, I 
was determined to find an 
inexpensive way to continue 
feeding those at home.   

Will work for worms…

To raise meal worms you need only 
the following:

• A 3 drawer plastic storage 
container (12 X 12 X 10 
drawers or close facsimile)

• Old-fashioned oats 
• Newspapers
• Misting spray bottle of 

water
• Apples
• One container of meal 

worms from the local 
outdoor bird store 

  Essentially, the mealworm is one 
part of a four-part cycle of the 
darkling beetle:  The cycles are: 1) 
worms, 2) pupae, 3) beetles, 4) eggs.   
Here’s how it works.  

Worms   Using the bottom drawer, 
place enough oats to cover the 
bottom one-half inch or less. Place 
two sheets of newspaper sized to 
allow 1 inch open on all sides. Place 
worms in the drawer along with a 
few slices of apples. Replace apples 
every 3-4 days with fresh slices. 
Label this drawer BEETLES.

Pupae   All worms (if not fed to 
birds) will morph into pupae – 
three-fourth inch fat white 3-D 
commas. While in pupae stage, 
continue to use the two sheets of 
newspaper, but don’t put apples 
into the drawer. Instead, remove the 
top sheet of newspaper every other 
day, very lightly mist, and return to 
drawer. After approximately 10 
days, the pupae will turn into 
beetles. When all pupae have  

morphed into beetles, you’ll have 
beetles laying eggs.

Beetles  (They love you yeah, yeah, 
yeah). Darkling beetles don’t fly 
(even though some appear to have 
wings), don’t make noise, don’t bite 
and don’t smell.  Beetles will also 
need a few sheets of newspaper 
with a 1-inch opening on all sides, 
and fresh apple slices every three to 
four days. Beetles’ sole purpose as 
far as I can tell is to mate frequently 
and lay eggs. They will eat the eggs 
they lay if not removed (eewww 
again). The eggs look a bit like 
sprinkled pepper. Remove the 
beetles once every week or two (I 
use a spoon and put them into a 
pitcher with oats in it). Discard any 
dead beetles. Place the remaining 
oats and eggs into the middle 
drawer (labeled EGGS). Put the 
beetles back into the bottom drawer 
with the fresh oats, newspaper and 
apple slices.  
Eggs  In the middle drawer with the 
eggs, place two sheets of newspaper 
with 1- inch open on all sides. Once 
every day or two, remove the top 
sheet of newspaper from the 
drawer. Using your mister, lightly 
mist the sheet of paper and place it 
back into the drawer. It can take up 
to 60 days for the eggs to hatch and 
baby worms to become visible. 

The darkling beetles sole purpose in lif" 
seems to be mating #equently and laying 
e$s.
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Once you can visibly see the 
worms, start adding a few slices 
of apple every other day, AND 
mist the top sheet of newspaper. 
I put up to six weeks of removed 
beetle eggs into one drawer.  Use 
the top drawer for the next six 
weeks of beetle eggs (perhaps 
labeled NEWEST EGGS).
  See, it’s not so bad.  
Occasionally, you’ll need to let a 
few more worms morph into 
pupae to keep the cycle going.  
You can use a small plastic 
container with air holes and fill 
partially with oats to do this, 
with a small folded piece of 
newspaper removed, then 
misted lightly and placed back 
into the container every few 
days. Beetles die off after several 
months, so you’ll need to keep 
the beetle population steady.  

Baby the Blues with bugs!

  Now that I’m an old pro at this 
process, I am able to handle the 
worms without creeping out. (I 
still use a spoon for the beetles 
though). It helps that the worms 
are dry and not slimy as I had 
imagined.  
Actually, the truth is that it took an 
8-year old neighbor helping me 
feed the birds to come to terms 
with my squeamishness. She just 
put her hand right into the worms 
and took a handful (instead of 
using my wimp spoon). I was 
forced to pretend I wasn’t 
squeamish about it, or face total 
humiliation.
  Over the past 12 years, I estimate 
my husband and I have assisted 
our Bluebird pairs in bringing 

close to 200 new Bluebirds into the 
world. 
   Supplementing the food supply, 
providing a safe haven and 
birdbaths for their favorite pastime 

is worth it to enjoy the 
company and beauty of these 

friendly blue creatures. It is heart 
warming  to see the trees full of 
them and hear their gentle cooing.  
Neighbors are now putting up 
blue bird houses and tell me nests 

Place worms in a drawer 
%ith one&half inch of oats, 
two sheets of newspaper 
cut to a'ow 1 inch on a' 
sides, and apple slices.

Photo by Lauren Basham

 Lauren Basham estimates that she and her husband have assisted Bluebirds 
pairs in bringing close to 200 new Bluebirds into the world in the past 12 years 
by supplementing their food supply.
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are being built within an hour of 
placing the boxes.  

Helpful advice for Bluebird fans

!  Get the Bluebird houses with the 
metal plate at the opening to keep 
squirrels out;
! Get a nesting cup to put into their 

house; 
!  Place the house high on a pole 

with a 6' PVC pipe, at least 4" in 
diameter, surrounding the length 
of the pole to keep snakes out; 

!  Put corks into the air holes at the 
top of the bird house to keep them 
warm when they roost during 
winter (December through March);

!  Use “Bluebird Nuggets” (available 
from Amazon or the local outdoor 
bird store) to provide them with 

much needed nutrition for the 
winter months;

!  Plant sumac, dogwood, 
cotoneaster for natural sources of 
food; 

!  Bluebirds can have up to four 
broods each year, so always replace 
a clean cardboard nesting cup 
inside the house after the newest 
birds have fledged and wash out 
the house; 

!  Continue to purchase worms 
when your supply doesn’t quite 
cover the needs of 19 adolescents 
and two adults (last summer, three 
broods!). Best and least expensive 
source is www.thenaturesway.com.  

Basham was previously senior director of 

Member Services at the Society of 

Consumer Affairs Professionals for 17 

years where she produced a magazine, 

conducted research projects and published 

results of studies, planned and executed 

conferences, developed and created new 

content for the website, recruited and 

retained new members, conducted 

marketing campaigns, developed products 

and services for members, and worked 

with the Board of Directors on strategic 

planning.  Prior positions were also in the 

nonprofit field.  She holds a bachelor’s 

degree in industrial psychology and 

business management from George 

Mason University.  Originally from 

Phoenix, she moved to the east coast and 

ecstatically discovered trees and four 

seasons.  Basham has always had a special 

interest in animals and has volunteered at 

several organizations to help protect 

animals and the environment. She claims 

she will never be comfortable with night 

crawlers.

Rabies vaccine

in short supply

Drug maker Sanofi Pasteur announced 
May 19 it would no longer allow the 
purchase of human rabies vaccine for 
use in pre-exposure prophylactic 
immunizations.
  The decision was made to ensure 
enough vaccine for those who have 
been exposed to rabies. 
  Novartis, which also produces a rabies 
vaccine, is also limiting sale of its 
RabAvert. 
  The vaccine for pre-exposure 
immunizations is expected to be 
available in July. 

Laugh lines

A woman took her  young daughter to a petting zoo where a 
goose was defending its goslings. Trying to get a better look at 
the goslings, the little girl got too close, and the mother goose 
smacked her with a a wing. The startled child ran back to her 
mother. “ "Mama, I just got winged by that big bird!"

–– Toni O’Neil
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Name: Carol Kaczmarek

Organization:.Valerie Schindler Wildlife Center at the 
N.C. Zoo

Q. How did you get started in rehabbing?

A.!I started volunteering at the North Carolina Zoo in 
Asheboro almost 20 years ago. Shortly after that I joined 
a group called neonatal volunteers that raised infant zoo 
animals rejected by their mothers or in need of human 
intervention for a variety of reasons. Over the years, we 
raised five chimpanzees, many hoofed stock, including 
dik-diks, gerenuk, kudu, and a variety of other animals. 
I began volunteering at the wildlife rehab center when it 
opened in October 2001.
Q. Who was your mentor or who is someone you 

admire?              

A. Joan McMurray was our supervisor and my mentor. 
During the years we worked together, Joan was doing 
wildlife rehabilitation at her home. When we were 
raising a baby lesser bushbaby, which we called Yoda, I 
told Joan that it was so tiny, I was afraid I would sneeze 
and accidentally crush the little guy. Joan laughingly 

said “You think this is a small baby, you should try 
raising a baby flying squirrel.” As I found out many 
years later, she was right.
Q. What animals do you work with? 

A. Bobcats, beavers, groundhogs, great blue herons, 
alligators, a trumpeter swan, and many raptors have 
come through our doors at the wildlife rehab center. We 
also receive many of the common wildlife, including 
squirrels, opossums, cottontails, and many types of baby 
birds. We have our share of snakes, turtles, and lizards, 
too. We have also ended up with a few animals that are 
not technically in our mission statement: a coati mundi 
that was being attacked by a pack of dogs in Durham; a 
domestic pig that had evidently fallen from a truck; a 
macaw that was loose in a residential neighborhood in 
Asheboro; and an armadillo that may have arrived in 
North Carolina in a moving van.  
Q. What type of set-up do you have? 
A. The wildlife rehab center at the zoo includes mammal 
and avian nurseries; mammal and avian holding rooms, 
outdoor caging for squirrels and waterfowl and 
enclosures for education animals. 

In the spotlight
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Q. Favorite animal?

A. I enjoy working with opossums, partially because so 
many people hate them. About a year ago, a young 
national Guardsman brought us an injured goose found 
on maneuvers. I showed him and his companion some 
of our education animals, including our education 
opossum. As he left, I heard him say to his friend: “I 
don’t know why my grandpa calls them filthy dirty 
varmints.”
My favorite birds are the raptors, especially owls. I also 
like the lively and mischievous wrens. My true answer 
to that question is:  the animal that needs my help right 
now.
Q. Any non-animal family members? 
A. My husband, Ken, and I share our home in 
Greensboro with one dog, Max; and three cats, Callie, 
Bobby and Ollie. All are rescues. We have two adult 
daughters. One lives in Colorado, and the other in 
Wisconsin.
Q. What are your hobbies?  
A. I love to travel and include Africa, Alaska, the 
Canadian Rockies, and the Panama Canal as some of 
my favorite destinations. I love to read. I love art and 
am a beginner in watercolors and acrylics. 
Q. If you’re employed, what type of "day job" do you 

have?! 

A. Before I retired, I worked as a librarian and taught 
library science courses at several universities.
Q. Tell us about an accomplishment of which you’re 

proud. 
A. My proudest moment was when I was able to 
release my first rescued owl.  I took him to the 
Piedmont Environmental Center in the early evening. I 
walked into the woods until all I could see were trees 
and I could not hear any human noise.  I held up the 
carrier and opened it.  The barred owl flew out of the 
carrier and into a nearby tree. He stayed there a few 
minutes, nodded his head, then glided noiselessly into 
the woods. What a wonderful moment!
Q. If you could have dinner with one person alive or 

no longer living, who would it!be?!

A. Jane Goodall
Q. What do you like about being a part of WRNC?

A. I am really proud to be a member of the WRNC.  I 
think it is a wonderful organization. I look forward to 
each newsletter. Most of all I enjoy the yearly 
symposiums. Each year, the programs get better. It is 
also great fun to meet and exchange ideas with other 
rehabbers. The enthusiasm and zeal of the members 
helps me keep going when I am discouraged. Besides 
where else can you go to a banquet and discuss the best 
methods of stimulating baby squirrels?

In Brief

You can look it up at AVMA

  The American Veterinary Medical Association’s collection is now open to the public.
  The service allows quick, easy access to articles on a wide range of topics. 
  "By tapping the recent archives of our scientific journals, we are able to leverage the meticulous work 
already done by our journal editors to bring those articles to publication," explains Dr. Janis Audin, 
editor-in-chief of the journal, in an article from PR Newswire. "We couple this deep resource with an 
online format that allows rapid assembly into an efficient, coherent package that helps users quickly 
find what they need."
   AVMA Collections offers compilations of articles on a wide range of topics, from obesity in dogs to 
zoonotic diseases. 
   The articles are online at http://www.avma.org/avmacollections/. For more information, please visit 
http://www.avma.org
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Beginner Wildlife Rehabilitation: WRNC is offering weekend 
Beginner Wildlife Rehabilitation classes. We are trying to identify areas 
of the state where a wildlife rehabilitation class is not currently 
available and where we can help build the local network. The fee is $30. 
To host a class in your area, contact Jean Chamberlain at 
jchamberlain1@alltel.net

Aug. 2-3 in Greenville, Ky. : The International Wildlife Rehabilitation 
Council is offering a course in basic wildlife rehabilitation. Lecture 
topics include: introduction to wildlife rehabilitation, basic anatomy 
and physiology, calculating drug dosages, handling and physical 
restraint, thermoregulation, stress, basic shock cycle, initial care and 
physical examination, nutrition and associated diseases, standards for 
housing, zoonoses, euthanasia criteria and release criteria. For more 
information, go to: http://www.iwrc-online.org/training/calendar.cfm

Oct. 4-5, Charlotte, N.C.: The Carolina Raptor Center is offering a seminar for intermediate level wildlife 
rehabilitators. Topics include: Coping Beaks and Talons, Release Criteria, Common Injuries and Treatments, 
Physical Therapy, Radiographs, Basic Suturing, and Evaluation for Euthanasia. The cost is $135 for members; 
$155 for non-members. For more information, go to: http://www.carolinaraptorcenter.org/pdf/
2008AllSeminarBrochure.pdf

Join us online!

WRNC has set up a listgroup on Yahoo! for members to share 
information, ask questions, network and get to know each other. 
To join, go to:
 http://groups.yahoo.com/group/WRNC/  or send an email to:

 WRNC-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.

Ask WRNC

Have a question? Send it to Beth Knapp-Tyner 
at WildatHeartRehab@aol.com
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Test your diagnostic skills

    The first litter of squirrels is grown and 
ready to go! You put them in an outdoor 
“pre-release” cage built of wood and 
welded “hardware cloth.” In a few days you 
will open the hatch door during the day and 
close it when they come in at night.
  No more feeding milk replacer and 
monkey chow for these youngsters. It is all 
natural foods now: bananas, oranges, 
acorns, pecans, sunflower seeds and 
grapes,” you assure them.
  You go out one morning to check them 
before opening the hatch for the first time.  
Hmm...the cage and the squirrels are a 
mess. All have pale, soft stools. The toes of 
one are tangled in the bedding, and a third has chipped a tooth and has blood in its droppings.

Board members 

Bergman, Linda lbergman@ec.rr.com

Cawlfied, Alicia aliciadc05@yahoo.com

Chamberlain, Jean (treasurer) jchamberlain1@alltel.net

Corvidae, Elaine, Elainecorvidae@carolinaraptorcenter.org

Degernes, Laurel,laurel_degernes@ncsu.edu

Gordon, Jennifer waterfowlrescue@aol.com

Hanrahan, Elizabeth (president) eh11@earthlink.net

Johnson, Carla (membership) Wildlifeed2@aol.com

Knapp-Tyner, Beth (vice president) WildatHeartRehab@aol.com

Ledbetter, Janenie Ledbetter767@aol.com

O’Neil, Toni (secretary) oneil9734@yahoo.com

Powers, Lauren, wingvet@yahoo.com

Weiss, Mary weiss275@cs.com

Student liaisons:

Jenessa Gjeltema jenessagjeltema@yahoo.com

Austin Duncan  austin.l.duncan@gmail.com

      Questions to consider:

• What has caused the 
soft, pale stools?

• What caused the blood 
in the droppings?

• What caused the 
chipped tooth?

• What can be done to 
solve these problems?

Answer on Page 9

Photo by Elizabeth Hanrahan

About Us
  This is a quarterly newsletter 

produced by Wildlife 

Rehabilitators of North 

Carolina (WRNC). WRNC was 

organized in 1999 with a 

mission to share information 

and knowledge about wildlife 

rehabilitation.

  The opinions, techniques and 

recommendations expressed in 

the articles of this newsletter 

are those of the authors and do 

not imply endorsement by 

WRNC. 

   All material in the newsletter 

is copyrighted and should not 

be used or reproduced without 

the permission of the author.
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  It is vital for rehabilitators 
to know the natural history 
of the species they 
rehabilitate. Knowledge of 
natural history is needed to 
provide good care such as 
appropriate food and 
housing, and to make sound 
release decisions.
    Consider the opossum.  
It is an omnivore and a 
scavenger.  Opossums in 
the wild eat foods such as 
mushrooms, vegetables, fruits, eggs and insects in 
addition to dead animals. Be sure to provide them 
these natural foods before release. Give them the 
whole carcass of small animals (mice for instance).  
They will devour every trace. Introduce live 
crickets into their diet. They instinctively snatch 
and munch on them. Have a natural floor of dirt or 
grass and include hollow logs to explore in their 
pre-release enclosure. 

   Opossums are marsupials. 
Knowing this you will 
provide a humid pouch 
environment and later a 
hammock. They climb trees 
so include branches and logs 
for climbing.
    Opossums are excellent 
swimmers. They typically 
defecate in water. Release 
them near a stream, river or 
other body of water.  They 
are nocturnal, so release 

them in the evening. Be sure there are trees for 
them to climb to escape predators.  They live a 
solitary existence as adults,  so they can be 
released by themselves. Do not expect them to seek 
out others or stay together if released in a group.  
    Learn as much as you can about the species you 
rehabilitate.  Knowledge of their habits in the wild 
will help you prepare them to thrive after release. 

An animal’s (natural) history 

determines its future

Beginner Basics

By Jean Chamberlain

Photo by Brenda Hiles

Having trouble keeping your pond water clear?  

Check with a pond supply store for barley straw. 

The bales come in all sizes and can be floated in ponds for clarity. It also helps to reduce algae. ! 

– Shirley Needham

Do you have a tip that makes your job easier? Send your favorites to Toni O’Neil at oneil9734@yahoo.com

Pearls of Wisdom
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WRNC has helped improve the skyline of three locales from central North 
Carolina to the coast.!With WRNC's financial assistance, three new Chimney 
Swift towers were built by grant recipients to encourage the summer 
residency of Chimney Swift colonies, mighty insectivores who rid our 
environment of pesky, disease carrying insects. Three more WRNC Chimney 
Swift Tower Grants of $300 each can be awarded again next year.
  !If you are a member of an environmentally active group, an individual 
environment enthusiast, a WRNC member or nonmember, you may want to 
construct and maintain a Chimney Swift tower to benefit your community, 
too. !Go to our web site, www.ncwildliferehab.org for details, and fill out a 
grant application before the Jan. 5 deadline. !If you have questions, send an 
e-mail to Linda Bergman, Chimney Swift Tower application coordinator, at 
lbergman@ec.rr.com.

!!!!

!!!!!!!

 Linda Bergman

!!!!!!!!WRNC Board Member and

!!! !!! Chimney Swift Tower Grant Coordinator

A swift

reaction

Goose shot

with nail gun

 Rehabbers with 
Carolina Waterfowl 
Rescue spent several 
days last month trying 
to capture a goose that 
had been shot with a 
nail gun in the 
University City area in 
Charlotte.
   The nail appears to be 
wedged between the 
goose’s trachea and 
esophagus and doesn’t 
seem to interfere with 
the bird’s ability to eat 
and drink. But if left 
untreated, it could cause 
blood poisoning. The 
goose is part of a nesting 
pair on a pond off 
Prosperity Church Road.
  The goose eluded 
volunteers who used 
nets and kayaks in the 
rescue effort. The 
attempt was covered by 
the Charlotte Observer 
and television news 
crews.
   Jennifer Gordon of 
Carolina Waterfowl 
Rescue says her group is 
getting more and more 
calls about cruelty cases.
  The group rescued 
about 900 birds last year 
and typically sees 
between 60 and 100 
cruelty cases a year. 
Gordon has already had 
10 cruelty calls this year, 
more than normal for 
the period.

ECOFACTS 

Every year Americans produce more than!4 TRILLION documents –– 
enough to wall paper the Grand Canyon over 30 times.

–– Carol Kaczmarek
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Diagnostic skills: 

Were you right?
Discussion Points:

•" The soft stools are the result of a 
combination of rapid change in the 
diet, an overly rich diet from a lot 
of seeds and pecans, and an 
inadequate diet of fruits. Fruits, 
vegetables, nuts and seeds may 
cause digestive difficulties when 
they are foods, such as bananas 
and oranges, the animal would not 
eat in the wild. Pecans and 
sunflower seeds, which squirrels 
will eat opportunistically, may 
prove too much of a good thing.  

• The blood in the droppings was caused 
when the squirrel chewed on the wood 
framing inside the cage. It swallowed the 
wood chips, causing irritation to the 
digestive tract. Some treated woods can be 
fatal to squirrels.  

• The chipped tooth was caused by gnawing 
on either the cage hardware or the wood. 
Wood should be on the outside of the cage 
to prevent chewing.  

• All of these problems are easily solved. In 
addition, the toweling should not be used 
as bedding.  Soft unraveled flannel or 
percale is fine. Many wildlife rehabilitators 
prefer fleece or sweatshirt fabric.  

Want to join WRNC?  Membership in WRNC 
provides you with a link to 

wildlife rehabilitators across 

the state.
  Members have access to past 

newsletters as well as up-to-

date news on our web site.

   The annual membership fee 

is $15.
    For an application, go to:

http://ncwildliferehab.org/

whoweare.cfm

Enrichment tips

Provide enrichment for birds in rehab by giving 

them a swinging perch, which mimics the swaying 

of tree branches. Perches at varying heights, 

widths and lengths will make life in rehab more 

interesting. You should also use strategically 

placed perches for handicapped birds.

Photo by Jean Chamberlain
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Case 3

   At small, free-standing, wildlife rehabilitation 
center there is signage and a notice on the 
admission form: 

A $25 donation is required before an orphaned or 

injured animal can be admitted, treated or cared 

for.

  This statement is also made by the wildlife 
rehabilitation staff.  
" How does this relate to the Wildlife 
Rehabilitator’s Code of Ethics?
" Which code(s) might apply.
" How can this be resolved?
" Other questions/issues?

Case 4

  A wildlife rehabilitation group in a small city 
accepts most types of wildlife.  Members of the 
group usually specialize in particular animals.  
Some people work with only squirrels or 
opossums.  A few work with songbirds.  Several 
members work with most species.  
  One member works with most all species.  In 
addition, he will take raccoons into wildlife 
rehabilitation “under the table.” Though it is 
against the law to rehabilitate raccoons without a 
special permit, he justifies raccoon rehab by 
saying, “everyone does it,” or “someone has to 
take care of them.”
He enjoys working with the raccoons and will 
often tell others he is the “only one around 
qualified to do this.”  

"How does this relate to the Wildlife 
Rehabilitator’s Code of Ethics?
"Which code(s) might apply.
"How can this be resolved?
"Other questions/issues?

Case Studies

Deciding right from wrong

  Case 1

  The wildlife rehabilitator establishes a rehabilitation center 

in his home to care for mammals and begins working with a 

federally licensed rehabilitator to get his federal permit. Six 

months after opening his wildlife rehabilitation center, in the 

middle of the fall baby squirrel season, he is notified by the 

local zoning board he is in violation of local ordinances. 

Code(s) that apply: (3) Abide by local, state and 
federal laws.
This fellow should have checked zoning or 
neighborhood protective convents before opening a 
clinic in the home. He can ask for a zoning variance 
before the zoning board.  

Resolution: He should transfer the animals to another 
licensed rehabilitator who is operating legally under 
local laws. He also should not accept any new animals 
until a time when he can operate within local laws.

Case 2

  The wildlife rehabilitator suspects a Blue Jay has a 

dislocation at the scapula and humerus. She attempts to 

reset and splint the joint. After several weeks in wildlife 

rehabilitation the injury has not healed and the animal is 

nonreleasable.

Codes that apply: (5). Rehabilitators should 
acknowledge their limitations and enlist the assistance 
of a veterinarian when appropriate; and (9) A 
rehabilitator should acknowledge that a nonreleasable 
animal, inappropriate for education, foster parenting 
or captive breeding, has a right to euthanasia.

Resolution: The rehabilitator should have consulted 
with a vet earlier. Because the bird is not releasable, a 

Answers to previous ethics cases

decision needs to be made about euthanasia.
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Code of Ethics

1.!!A wildlife rehabilitator should strive to achieve high standards of animal care through knowledge 

and an understanding of the field. Continuing efforts must be made to keep informed of current 

rehabilitation information, methods, and regulations.

2.!!A rehabilitator's attitude should be responsible, conscientious, and dedicated: continuously 

working toward improving the quality of care given to wild animals undergoing rehabilitation.

3.!!A rehabilitator must abide by local, state, and federal laws concerning wildlife and wildlife 

rehabilitation.

4.!!A rehabilitator should establish good and safe work habits and conditions, abiding by current 

health and safety practices at all times.

5. Rehabilitators should acknowledge their limitations and enlist the assistance of a veterinarian 

when appropriate.

6.!As a means of preventing further wildlife loss and abuse, a rehabilitator should encourage 

community support and involvement through volunteer training and public education.

7.!Rehabilitators should respect other rehabilitators, sharing skills and knowledge with each other, 

and working toward a common goal: a responsible concern for living beings and the welfare of the 

environment.

8.!A rehabilitator should work on the basis of sound ecological principles, incorporating appropriate 

conservation ethics and an attitude of stewardship.

9.!A rehabilitator should acknowledge that a non-releasable animal, inappropriate for education, 

foster-parenting or captive breeding, has a right to euthanasia.

10.!A rehabilitator should strive to maintain all animals in a wild condition and release them as soon 

as appropriate.

11. A wildlife rehabilitator should conduct all business and activities in a professional manner, with 

honesty, integrity, compassion, and commitment, realizing that an individual’s conduct reflects on 

the entire field of wildlife rehabilitation.
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Book Corner

“Pigeons –– The Fascinating Saga of the World’s Most Revered and Reviled Bird”
By Andrew D. Blechman
Grove Press
244 pages
$14

    In the mid-1960s, my grandmother declared war on pigeons.
    Our house in Beaver Falls, Pa., was from the previous century, 
one of those rambling old structures with the kind of gables and 
window ledges pigeons find so attractive.
    The war started as a series of skirmishes. My grandmother 
would run outside flapping her apron and the pigeons would 
scatter, returning as soon as her back was turned. The battles 
escalated. Finally, she thought she had them beat: she poked 
thumb tacks through strips of cardboard and placed them 
sharp-side up on the windowsills. It worked for a week before 
the cardboard fell to the ground. Then the pigeons were back, 
cooing and fluffing their feathers as though to taunt her.
    Knowing how much she hated pigeons, I always felt slightly 
guilty rooting for them.
    Few people are neutral about the rock dove, as Andrew D. 
Blechman points out in  “Pigeons, The Fascinating Saga of the 
World’s Most Revered and Reviled Birds.”
    Depending on who you talk to, pigeons are either “rats with 
feathers,” or little winged heroes, credited with saving 
thousands of lives during war time.
    The pigeon is so low in public opinion that rehabbers are not 
required to have a permit to care for them, and businesses can 
legally have them exterminated as pests.
    Blechman takes readers on a fast-paced tour of the pigeon world, talking with racers and breeders as well as the 
people who kill thousands of the birds every year in the name of sport.
!   He visits the Grand National, the avian equivalent of the Westminster Kennel Club Show, in Lancaster, Pa., where 
pigeons are prized for their coloring and the shape of their feathers. We meet “Birmingham Rollers,” one of the 
oddities of the pigeon world. They have a genetic quirk that causes them to roll backward while in flight. 
Unfortunately for them, they often attract the attention of hawks, which view them as lunch.
    Blechman follows Orlando Martinez of Brooklyn, N.Y., through a racing season as he trains his birds then waits 
for them to return to his rooftop loft on racing day. He takes us along as he tries to track down elusive heavy-weight 
boxing champion Mike Tyson, whose favorite sport outside the ring is pigeon racing.
   One of the longest and most painful chapters for a bird lover is the one about live pigeon shoots, particularly the 
Labor Day shoot in Hegens, Pa. The shoot, used as a fundraiser for civic improvements, became the target of 
animal-rights activists in the 1980s. The town, with a population of 850, soon became known as the “Cruelty Capital 
of the World.” More than 5,000 pigeons were sacrificed each year. The shoots stopped in the 1990s after a judge 

See Pigeons

A bird with a public relations problem
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Congratulations! 

Zoo honors vet student
  Jenessa Gjeltema has been named Volunteer of the 
Year by the N.C. Zoo. 

  Gjeltema began volunteering at the Valerie H. Schindler Wildlife 
Rehabilitation Center in 2004. She was later invited to volunteer at 
the zoo’s vet hospital, quickly becoming an essential part of the 
team. 
 “In my 28 years of working with volunteers – she is simply the 
best,” said Dr. Mike Loomis, chief veterinarian at the zoo. “She 
works tirelessly, seeking no recognition. Her reward is the welfare of 
the animals she cares so deeply for.”
  Gjeltema, WRNC student liaison, is a veterinary student at N.C. State. 

O’Neil an ‘Outstanding Educator’

  Toni O’Neil of Possumwood Acres Wildlife Sanctuary was named 
Outstanding Educator by Keep Onslow Beautiful during its 25th annual 
Robert L. Franck awards ceremony.!
  Keep Onslow Beautiful selects individuals who help "keep the county clean 
and beautiful and promote recycling efforts."! 
! O’Neil was commended "for an outstanding job of promoting the 
education of environmental stewardship and conservation."
  She was also honored for her work in wildlife rehabilitation, working with 
volunteers and traveling to schools with conservation programs. The 
wildlife classes she teaches at the community college also contributed to the 
decision to grant the award.
! "I see what happens to wildlife when people don't recycle –– when plastic 
soda rings and fishing line get discarded and animals and birds get 
entangled or!trapped, and suffer as a result.! I just try and teach that we 
need to protect our!wildlife habitats and natural environment,” O’Neil told 
the local newspaper.
  In keeping with the organization's mission, the awards are made of 100% 
recycled glass.

ruled shooters 
could be cited for 
animal cruelty.
   Bad publicity 
has taken a toll on 
pigeons. People often associate 
them with disease, the most 
common being histoplasmosis, 
which attacks the lungs, and 
cryptococcosis, which causes 
meningitis and oncephatitis. 
Pigeons carry neither disease, but 
their dung provides an attractive 
breeding ground for the fungus 
that does. 
   Just when you think you know 
everything there is to know 
about pigeons, Blechman 
introduces a mystery: No one 
knows how homing pigeons find 
their way home. It almost 
certainly has something to do 
with the magnetic field, scientists 
say, but they can’t be sure how 
they navigate over great 
distances.

   Bird lovers will find affirmation 
in “Pigeons.” And those who 
aren’t fans of pigeons might still 
find themselves in awe of these 
winged wonders. 

–– Brenda Hiles

Pigeons

Want to help fellow rehabbers? Lend a hand with the raffle!
  Wanted: A highly organized individual with a winning personality to help solicit donations for WRNC’s 
annual raffle.
  The raffle, held each year at the symposium, raises money for cage grants to help rehabbers build and 
repair cages.
  The co-chairman solicits items to be raffled and helps set up displays at the symposium.
  The better the prizes, the more tickets we sell and the more money we raise. 
  To volunteer, contact Toni O’Neil at oneil9734@yahoo.com
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Note: Jennifer Gordon of Waterfowl Rescue spent 20 years working in the insurance industry.

  Many rehabbers are unaware of how important it is to carry insurance to cover rehabilitation 

activities. 

  I was pleased to find out recently that the National Wildlife Rehabilitators Association has 

come up with an insurance program designed for rehabilitators. My previous search for 

insurance turned up inferior coverage and high premiums.!A mention of keeping wildlife on 

your property was enough to send the insurance agent running to cancel your homeowners 

policy. !Now we have a very reasonable priced and appropriate package of insurance. 

  Why do you need insurance? 

   Almost all personal insurers exclude what they consider to be business-related property and 

activities. Although rehabilitation is a nonprofit activity, most insurance carriers define it as a 

business.!This means your homeowners policy doesn’t cover liability or property damage 

resulting from wildlife activities. 

  !Here are some things you will find in a commercial insurance policy:! 

   Building and business personal property: !Includes coverage to repair or replace your 

building and equipment, stock, furniture or fixtures that you own. In plain English, this is your 

PROPERTY –– rehab supplies, cages, medical equipment.

   Business income: Reimburses you for lost income up to 12 months resulting from a covered 

loss to your property. This is the extra cost to operate, including renting a place to keep your 

animals while you rebuild. 

    General liability: Protects you against claims for bodily injury and property damage. If 

someone is injured by an animal under your care, they could !file a claim against you for bodily 

injury. This covers you if you advise someone to bring in an animal, and they get bit or if they 

get injured in your home.

    Defense costs: Provides a legal defense in a suit in which certain liability claims are made. 

Regardless of whether you are liable, you will need to provide a defense if sued.

   Medical expenses: Provides coverage for medical costs if someone is injured and needs 

medical treatment due to an accident on your premises. You are not liable for an injury, but if 

someone is hurt, this provides a small benefit. 

   For more information on what type of insurance you need,  contact Jim Pace and Christian 

Baker Co. at jimp@buybestins.com or  (717) 761-4712. 

Insurance offered for wildlife rehabbers
By Jennifer Gordon

ECOFACTS

!!!!!Replacing one 75-watt incandescent bulb with an 18-watt compact fluorescent bulb could save more 
than 10,000 hours of its life expectancy.

–– Carol Kaczmarek
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Restaurant, shopping 

center owner charged 

in Currituck County

By Elizabeth Hanrahan

    The call came in at about 2 p.m. 
on Friday, Feb. 29 from Grandy, 
N.C. 
  A woman reported a restaurant 
owner had dumped many gallons of 
used fryer oil into a retention pond 
at a business. A grease slick had 
formed around the pond, and 
dozens of dead and dying Yellow-
rumped Warblers (Dendroica 

coronata ) were caught in the slick 
and on the shoreline. The caller 
managed to save 27 of the birds.  
She had tried to wash one and it 
was looking “really bad.”  Could I 
take the birds, she asked.
  We met in Elizabeth City to 
transfer the birds to Wildlife 
Rehabilitation of Edenton (WREN). 
By then the grease on the birds had 
hardened to the consistency of 
plastic. All  were covered in grease. 
As well as bits of leaf litter, twigs, 
and dirt. One bird was already 

dead.  The woman said she had 
used her cell phone to take pictures 
of the slick, birds, and the man 
dumping and trying to clean up the 
grease.
  I knew I would have to report this 
to U.S. Fish & Wildlife and the N.C. 
Wildlife Resources Commission. 
Discharge into retention ponds is a 
violation of environmental 
wastewater regulations.  
  Back at WREN, the birds were 
placed in incubators and hospital 
boxes in an attempt to warm and 
stabilize them. The incident was 
reported to the state and federal 
agencies. When I called N.C. 
Department of Environmental and 
Natural Resources/Division of 
Environmental Health they were 
alarmed.  Then I called the presenter 
to let her know the incident had 
been reported.  “I know,” she 
said,“Environmental Health is on 
their way here now.  And, they want 
copies of all my pictures.”
  On Saturday, March 1, each of the 
surviving birds was washed 
according to protocol.  Several birds 
were unstable, apparently having 
ingested the oil while attempting to 
preen. The cloacae were blocked by 

the oil and impacted on at least 14 
of the birds. The job took the entire 
day, and it was clear that another 
wash would be needed to remove 
the hardened cooking oil.  Most of 
the birds were eating and 
attempting to perch on branches 
placed on the floor of their cages.  
None could thermoregulate and 
many were unable to defecate.
  The birds were allowed to rest on 
Sunday. Several more died.  By 
Monday, only 9 had survived.  They 
were given a second wash, which 
removed most of the remaining 
grease, and allowed to rest.  
Ultimately, they all died.  
  The Division of Environmental 
Health in Currituck County issued a 
notice of violation of on-site 
wastewater system.  The owner and 
manager of the restaurant, investors 
in the shopping center and the 
shopping center owners association 
were charged with four wastewater 
violations. They were required to 
install a new wastewater system, 
clean the retention pond, contract 
with a company to clean the 
shopping center wastewater system 
on a monthly basis, and pay a 
$25,000 fine.
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  The WRNC board for the first time 

selected two student liaisons this 
year to help facilitate a 
relationship between the 
veterinary community at N.C. 
State and Wildlife Rehabilitators 
of North Carolina. 
   Austin Duncan and Jenessa 
Gjeltema will hold the positions 
for two more years. 
   Duncan, selected as a student 
liaison in January, is a first-year 
veterinary student.  Her focus at 
North Carolina State University 
College of Veterinary Medicine is 
wildlife and exotic medicine.  She 
has volunteered in wildlife 
rehabilitation at the Carolina 
Raptor Center, Greenburg Nature 
Center in New York, and the 
Piedmont Wildlife Center.  She is 
excited to serve North Carolina 
wildlife and to be a part of 
WRNC.
  Jenessa Gjeltema was also 
selected in January to be a WRNC 
student liaison. She is in her first 
year of veterinary school.  She has 
volunteered extensively at the 
Valerie H. Schindler Wildlife 
Rehabilitation Center at the North 
Carolina Zoo since 2004.  She has 
also attended the annual WRNC 
symposiums since 2005, and 
hopes to make a valuable 
contribution to WRNC.
  The student liaison position is an 
important bridge between the 

Wildlife Rehabilitators of North 
Carolina (WRNC) and North 
Carolina State University's 
College of Veterinary Medicine.  
These students provide a link 
between WRNC board members 
and the faculty and students of 
the veterinary school.  The 
school’s faculty may assist WRNC 
by providing answers to 
questions or advice on specific 
topics.  The liaison functions in 
facilitating these contacts and 
promoting a cooperative 
relationship. 
  Student liaisons are also 
members of the board’s 
symposium committee and may 
provide input on various aspects 
of planning the annual event.  The 
student liaison may also extend 
invitations on behalf of WRNC to 
faculty members of the veterinary 
school to make presentations for 
the symposium.  In addition to 
this important responsibility, the 
liaison also encourages veterinary 

students to participate in the 
symposium by volunteering as 
well as attending. Getting 
veterinary students involved in 
wildlife rehabilitation and 
exposed to various rehabilitation 
techniques is an important step to 

enhancing the cooperation 
between wildlife rehabilitators 
and the veterinary community.
  In addition to serving on 

WRNC’s Symposium Committee, 
the student liaisons are 
encouraged to serve on additional 
committees where their 
experience and knowledge will 
contribute to projects serving 
North Carolina’s wildlife.  Both 
student liaisons also are serving 
on the veterinary outreach 
committee.
  They are both glad to serve 
WRNC and the wildlife 
rehabilitation community and 
can’t wait to meet everyone at 
next year’s symposium!

Gjeltema Duncan

Student liaisons: Your link to N.C. State

Seminar covers tax-exempt status

  A National Business Institute seminar "How To Keep 

Tax-Exempt Organizations In Compliance" will be 

presented from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday, June 17, at the 

Hilton North Raleigh, in Raleigh. !Topics to be covered 

include: ! introduction to tax-exempt organizations; 

how to become tax-exempt; maintaining tax-exempt 

status; nonprofit accounting; and dealing with 

unrelated business income. For more information, or to 

register, call (800) 930-6182 or click here for the 

seminar website. 
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By Teresa Hurdle

 On May 8, Chuck and I took off 

work to cut down some dead 

trees out in the pasture. The tops 

were breaking out and posing a 

danger to our horses. As the 

second tree was falling, I noticed 

a small gray owl flying away, so 

we started looking through the 

branches for signs of a nest or 

babies. We didn’t see anything, so 

we continued to clean up the 

mess. Chuck bucked up the log 

into short wood. We hooked the 

chains to them, and as Chuck 

pulled off with the top two logs, I 

started dragging limbs to the 

burn pile. That’s when I noticed a 

gray fuzzy ball in the hollow of 

the tree. There were three baby screech owls, their eyes still 

closed. They had survived the fall of the tree and the chainsaw 

zipping past them.  As the guilt settled in, we tried to rebuild 

the section of the tree with the hollow in it, hoping mama 

would return. 

  Mid-morning rolled around and I hadn’t seen any activity, so 

we walked out to see if we could hear anything. The babies 

were doing some serious squawking. Thinking mom hadn’t 

come back, we brought them in. I read on the Internet to feed 

them raw beef. They get their needed liquid from the blood in 

the raw food. I fed them beef cut up in small pieces. They went 

to sleep in a cat carrier. 

  I called Dale Davis with the Wildlife Resources Commission, 

and he gave me the number for Elizabeth Hanrahan at WREN (Wildlife Rehabilitation of Edenton). That afternoon she 

came out and sized up the situation. Her recommendation was to build a nesting box and put it in a nearby tree and 

keep watch to see if the parents returned.  If that didn’t work, she said she’d take them to the Carolina Raptor Center 

in Charlotte. They have owls that can be surrogate mothers and teach them to hunt and eat so they can be released 

back to the wild.  Elizabeth gave me a few frozen mice to feed the babies, directing me to 

remove the fur, which they were too young to digest. I skinned the mice, cutting them in 

Young owls get second chance

NOTES FROM THE FIELD

See Owls
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This newsletter is your tool for reaching 

everyone in WRNC. Submit comments, 

corrections and announcements to editor 

Brenda Hiles at bhiles919@earthlink.net, or by 

phone at 336-420-5581. The next editorial 

deadline is Aug. 11.

Park Service gives

wildlife a break

 The National Park Service 
expanded a protected beach for 
endangered birds on Hatteras 
Island last month by 150 feet after 
vandals tore down signs and 
fences marking the area. 
  About 1,500 feet of fence and 
three signs were damaged, 
according to an Associated Press 
report. The American 
Oystercatcher, which nests in the 
area, appeared to be undisturbed.
  A week earlier, vandals tore 
down signs at the South Beach 
area near Buxton, where a colony 
of Least Terns nest. That 
protected area also was extended 
by 150 feet.
   The vandalized areas were 
among those closed to pedestrian 
and beach traffic May 5 to protect 
birds and turtles along the Outer 
Banks.
  The closed areas are: Bodie 
Island, a breeding spot for the 
American Oystercatcher; Cape 
Point, to protect a Least Tern 
breeding area; and South 
Ocracoke, where adult Piping 
Plovers forage. 
  The closures are part of a 
settlement between 
environmental groups and the 
National Park Service.
  The agreement allows beach 
driving in some areas, 
temporarily closing other areas to 
protect endangered birds and 
turtles.

equal parts, and fed the owls before putting them in their 

new condo Chuck had made.

  A week later we checked in on the babies. Their eyes were 

open and they had tripled in size. Both parents were 

tending them.

Teresa Hurdle and Chuck Scott have a small farm near Belvidere 

in northern Perquimans County.

Owls

Raising awareness

  North Carolina has designated May 16 as Endangered 
Species Awareness day to bring attention to wildlife whose 
numbers are declining.
 More than 220 terrestrial and aquatic species native to 
North Carolina are on federal or state lists as endangered, 
threatened or of special concern. Among those species are: 
the Northern Saw-whet Owl, the Red-cockaded 
Woodpecker, the Northern Flying Squirrel, and the 
loggerhead seaturtle.
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Adults

Description: Ruby-throateds are 
small hummingbirds that hover at 
flowers and feeders to sip nectar 
with needlelike bills. They are often 
identified by twittery calls or 
chattering “chase notes” when 
driving off intruders. Adult males 
have a brilliant red throat, black 
chin, whitish underparts, and dusky 
green sides and flanks. The female’s 
throat is whitish, and her 
underparts are grayish-white with a 
buff wash on the sides. Immature 
hummingbirds resemble the adult 
female. Immature males have a 
golden cast on their underparts and 
may show red spotting on the throat 
by fall. They are promiscuous.
Weight Range: 2.7 to 4.3 grams
Range: Common in the western United States to the 
Rocky Mountains and southern Canada to Alberta. They 
are the only hummingbird seen over most of the eastern 
U.S.
Natural History: Deciduous or mixed woodlands, open 
areas with scattered trees, gardens and parks.
Adult Diet: Nectarivores. Their diet consists of flower 
nectar, small insects and spiders. They also take sap from 
woodpecker drillings and naturally occurring tree sap. In 
wildlife rehabilitation, feed only Nekton Nektar Plus in a 
hummingbird feeder, supplementing with a 
hummingbird mixture of 1 part sugar to 4 parts
water. Also include insects such as fruit flies, gnats, small 
flies and moths, mosquitoes, and spiders. A kit to raise 
fruit flies, off season, is available from Carolina Biological 
Supply Co., https://www2.carolina.com/, for about $20. 
The kit has complete starter mix, 100 fruit flies, and 
instructions.
Nestlings: Altricial, nearly naked with slate-blue skin, 
and a line of yellowish down along back. The bill is short 
and yellow. The down lengthens, and pin feathers show at 
5-7 days. Their eyes open at one week. The young leave 
the nest between 19 and 22 days. The female tends to the 
young. In rehabilitation, they must be hand fed with a 
dropper every 15 to 30 minutes for 14 hours per day. 
Formula should be at room temperature or warmer. Crop 
volume is about .5 cc.

Fledglings: They become aggressive 
toward siblings when feeding. Do not 
house with other species of 
hummingbird. Do not house with 
passerines. Suspend a 3cc eyedropper 
or syringe or small hummingbird 
feeder, mixing the formula fresh each 
day, and more often in warm weather. 
Supplement with natural nectar and 
pollen from flowers and provide 
insects.
Juveniles: Juvenile hummingbirds 
usually present into wildlife 
rehabilitation in late fall or winter. 
Provide natural nectar and pollen 
sources. Feed Nektar Plus in a 
hummingbird feeder. Also provide a 
sugar water (1:4) mix in a feeder, and 
insects and sap from branches of native 

wild plants in the cage.
Rehabilitation Notes: Activity Aviary requirement: 2’ x 4’ 
x 6’ constructed on nontreated wood covered with 
fiberglass screening, or Reptariums. Provide fresh, nectar- 
producing flowers, small branches with berries such as 
eastern red cedar, buckeye, and rosemary to attract 
insects. Include branches that bloom in winter and have 
small, sappy berries.
Common Problems: Hummingbirds are most often 
admitted into wildlife rehabilitation in the winter. 
Presenters fear they “missed migration.” It is now known 
there are resident Ruby-throated Hummingbirds 
throughout the year in North Carolina. Juveniles will 
frequently stay at a favored feeding location through the 
winter or winter in the Coastal Plain and as far west as 
Raleigh and Fayetteville. 
  Cat and praying mantis attacks also are other reasons for 
admission of hummingbirds into rehabilitation.
  The Ruby-throated is frequently misidentified as a Black-
chinned Hummingbird. Rufous Hummingbirds are 
occurring more regularly spring through fall in North 
Carolina.
  If over wintering a hummingbird, consider having it 
banded by a licensed bander.
  Contact local bird clubs or “Hummer Bird Study Group” 
at http://www.hummingbirdsplus.org/
WinterHummingbirdBanding.html to locate a licensed 
bander.

Creature Feature: Ruby-throated Hummingbird – Archilochus colubris


